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Abstract 16 

Saturn’s inner mid-size moons are exposed to a number of external weathering 17 

processes, including charged particle bombardment and UV photolysis, as well as 18 

deposition of E-ring grains and interplanetary dust. While optical remote sensing 19 

observations by several instruments onboard the Cassini spacecraft have revealed a 20 

number of weathering patterns across the surfaces of these moons, it is not entirely clear 21 

which external process is responsible for which observed weathering pattern. Here we 22 

focus on Saturn’s moon Mimas and model the effect of energetic electron bombardment 23 

across its surface. By using a combination of a guiding center, bounce-averaged 24 

charged particle tracing approach and a particle physics code, we investigate how the 25 

radiation dose due to energetic electrons is deposited with depth at different locations. 26 

We predict a lens-shaped electron energy deposition pattern that extends down to ~cm 27 

depths at low latitudes centered around the apex of the leading hemisphere (90° W). 28 

These results are consistent with previous remote sensing observations of a lens-shaped 29 

color anomaly observed by the Imaging Science Subsystem (ISS) instrument as well as 30 

a thermal inertia anomaly observed by the Visual and Infrared Mapping Spectrometer 31 

(VIMS) and the Composite Infrared Spectrometer (CIRS). Our results confirm that 32 

these features are produced by MeV electrons that have a penetration depth into the 33 

surface comparable to the effective sampling depths of these instruments. On the 34 

trailing hemisphere we predict a similar lens-shaped electron energy deposition pattern, 35 

whose effects have to date not been observed by the Cassini remote sensing 36 
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instruments. We suggest that no corresponding lens-shaped weathering pattern has been 37 

observed on the trailing hemisphere because of the comparatively short range of lower 38 

energy (<1 MeV) electrons into surface ice, as well as competing effects from cold 39 

plasma, neutral, and dust bombardment. 40 

 41 

Introduction 42 

Mimas is Saturn’s innermost mid-sized moon and orbits at a distance of 3.08 43 

Saturn radii (Rs), near the inner edge of the E-ring. Its surface is heavily cratered, 44 

without any obvious signs of recent geological activity, and it has a surface 45 

composition that is dominated by H2O ice (e.g. Filacchione et al., 2007). However, 46 

the surface is exposed to a number of external weathering agents, including deposition 47 

of E-ring grains, photolysis, micrometeoroid impact gardening and bombardment by 48 

magnetospheric particles. As these processes operate at different spatial and temporal 49 

scales, detailed modeling of each is required to fully understand the present-day state 50 

of the surface, and to effectively interpret the observations made by the remote 51 

sensing instruments on Cassini. 52 

 53 

In observations of Tethys by the Voyager spacecraft, a lens-shaped equatorial band 54 

was found on the leading hemisphere of that moon (Buratti et al., 1990; Smith et al., 55 

1981). Schenk et al. (2011) later surveyed several of Saturn’s icy satellites using data 56 

from the Cassini Imaging Science Subsystem (ISS) and found a lens-shaped color 57 

anomaly on the leading hemispheres of Mimas, and confirmed the Tethys lens-shaped 58 

feature, in ratio maps using the instrument’s IR3 (930 nm) and UV3 (338 nm) filters. 59 

In these observations, the color anomaly appeared as a bright feature at 338 nm, 60 

implying that enhanced scattering is occurring at these wavelengths and that the 61 

feature is therefore “blueish” in color. A thermal inertia anomaly was later found at 62 

low latitudes on the leading hemispheres of Mimas, Tethys and Dione using the 63 

Composite Infrared Spectrometer (CIRS) (Howett et al., 2012a, 2012b, 2011). At 64 

Mimas and Tethys, the anomalous region is roughly co-located with the leading 65 

hemisphere color anomaly observed by ISS (Howett et al., 2012a, 2011). The day and 66 

night time temperatures inside these anomalous regions are consistent with a thermal 67 

conductivity that is ~ 25x higher than surrounding regions. At Dione, a weak thermal 68 

inertia anomaly is observed by CIRS, but no color anomaly is detected by ISS 69 
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(Howett et al., 2012b). A thermal inertia anomaly is also present at Rhea’s leading 70 

hemisphere, however, unlike the lens-shaped anomalies at Mimas, Tethys and Dione, 71 

it is here associated with a geologic feature (a crater ejecta blanket) (Howett et al., 72 

2012b). Using the spectral position of the 3.6 m continuum peak in water ice, 73 

Filacchione et al. (2016) derived daytime surface temperature maps of Saturn’s icy 74 

satellites using the Visual and Infrared and Mapping Spectrometer (VIMS) (Brown et 75 

al., 2005). Like CIRS, VIMS observed thermally anomalous regions at the leading 76 

hemisphere equator of Mimas and Tethys, however, unlike CIRS, VIMS does not 77 

observe a thermal anomaly at Dione’s leading hemisphere. Observations of Mimas by 78 

the Cassini Ultraviolet Imaging Spectrograph (UVIS) did not reveal a clear signature 79 

of the leading hemisphere lens, although a faint signature of what may be one of the 80 

ansae (low latitude edges) of the lens was reported (Hendrix et al., 2012). 81 

 82 

The lens features on Mimas, Tethys and Dione have been attributed to the 83 

action of  ~MeV electrons, which preferentially bombard the leading hemisphere of 84 

these satellites and have a penetration range into the surface comparable to the 85 

effective sampling depths of the ISS and CIRS observations (Howett et al., 2011; 86 

Paranicas et al., 2014; Schenk et al., 2011). In the context of the CIRS and VIMS 87 

observations of surface temperatures, it has been suggested that the energetic 88 

electrons may sinter ice grains together, thus increasing the grain contact boundaries 89 

and the thermal conductivity (Howett et al., 2011; Schaible et al., 2016). With regards 90 

to the ISS color anomaly, it has been proposed that the electrons produce defects and 91 

small voids in surface ice, leading to enhanced scattering at the wavelengths relevant 92 

to the ISS UV3 filter (Schenk et al., 2011). However, no comprehensive quantitative 93 

modeling has thus far been carried out to investigate the modification of surface-  and 94 

near-surface ice on the saturnian satellites by energetic electrons. 95 

 96 

The observed lens feature anomalies appear to match contours of energetic 97 

electron flux at the surface of these moons (Paranicas et al., 2014; Schenk et al., 98 

2011). At Mimas and Tethys, the observed ISS color anomaly appears to roughly 99 

correspond to regions of the surface that receive an electron energy flux of > 104.5 100 

MeV cm−2 s−1. However, while the corresponding leading hemisphere region on 101 

Dione receives a similar electron energy flux as Tethys, no ISS lens feature is 102 

observed, and only a weak thermal anomaly is seen by CIRS. This is an ongoing 103 
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puzzle in the interpretation of the remote sensing observations using the electron lens 104 

idea. As discussed by Paranicas et al. (2014), this may be due to the fact that the 105 

leading hemisphere of Dione receives a larger fraction of the dose from slightly lower 106 

energy electrons, which have a shorter penetration ranges into the surface.  In 107 

addition, the saturnian magnetic field is more variable near Dione than it is near 108 

Mimas, and it is possible that the electron drift paths are not as consistent over time. 109 

Furthermore, the magnitude of the leading hemisphere thermal inertia anomaly is 110 

observed to decrease as we move outwards from Mimas, with the anomaly only 111 

slightly above background values at Dione and no similar lens-shaped anomaly 112 

detected at Rhea (Howett et al., 2012b). These effects are not explained by the surface 113 

electron flux contours and illustrate why knowledge of the dose versus depth is 114 

crucially important, as particles of different energies and species will deliver their 115 

main dose at different depths into the surface. Such spatially resolved dose versus 116 

depth profiles are therefore essential for any quantitative discussion of surface 117 

modification by energetic electrons, as well as to establish a correlation between 118 

radiation effects and remote sensing observations. In the present work we investigate 119 

energetic electron weathering at Saturn’s icy moons by modelling the three-120 

dimensional bombardment of energetic electrons across the surface, including the 121 

interaction of these particles with the uppermost subsurface. Here we have focused on 122 

characterizing the near-surface electron radiation environment at the moon Mimas and 123 

discuss our modelling results in the context of the previously reported remote sensing 124 

observations. 125 

 126 

1. Modeling approach 127 

Charged particles in the saturnian magnetosphere have three fundamental 128 

motions: gyration about magnetic field lines, bounce between magnetic mirror points 129 

and longitudinal motion. The longitudinal motion is the sum of the drifts due to the 130 

co-rotation electric field and the gradient and curvature of magnetic field lines 131 

(gradient-curvature drift). The co-rotation drift at Saturn is eastwardly directed and 132 

causes ions and electrons to overtake the moons in their orbits, thus preferentially 133 

bombarding their trailing hemispheres. For electrons, the gradient-curvature drift is 134 

opposite to corotation, and above some critical energy, termed the keplerian 135 

resonance energy, this drift causes electrons to have net retrograde motion relative to 136 

the moons (Roussos et al., 2007; Thomsen and Van Allen, 1980). Thus, as illustrated 137 
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in Figure 1, while the moons’ trailing hemispheres are bombarded by co-rotating 138 

plasma and lower-energy energetic electrons, the leading hemispheres are primarily 139 

exposed to high energy energetic electrons. 140 

 141 

 142 

Figure 1 – Illustration of exogenic weathering factors at Mimas. Energetic electrons below the resonance energy of 143 
~1 MeV preferentially bombard the trailing hemisphere, while electrons above this energy preferentially bombard 144 
the leading hemisphere. Cold plasma ions and electrons as well as E-ring dust grains preferentially bombard the 145 

trailing hemisphere. Not shown are interplanetary dust particles and energetic ions, which are expected to bombard 146 
the surface roughly uniformly. Superimposed is an illustration of the projected distance in the equatorial plane of 147 

Mimas, dp, for a point P(, ) on the surface (after Patterson et al. 2012). 148 

 149 

As their gyro-radii are small relative to the moon and their bounce motion is generally 150 

much faster than their drift across the disk of the moon, energetic electrons will be 151 

absorbed by the surface almost immediately once their guiding centers come close 152 

enough to the moon’s surface. However, the ratio between bounce and drift speeds 153 

depends on the electron energy, and thus electrons can reach different surface 154 

locations depending on their energies (as well as pitch angle and gyrophase). The 155 

bounce-averaged longitudinal distance (expressed as a fraction of the moon radius) 156 

that the electron of a given energy E and magnetic mirror latitude m can travel across 157 

the disk of the moon before it is absorbed can be given by, 158 

 159 
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where ω is the particle’s net azimuthal drift rate around Saturn, L is the dimensionless 161 

L-shell at the location of the moon, tb is the particle’s bounce time between magnetic 162 

mirror points and RSaturn and RMoon are the radii of Saturn and the moon, respectively. 163 

The L shell parameter equals the distance from the planet’s center to the point where a 164 

given magnetic field line intersects the magnetic equator. The azimuthal drift rate is given 165 

by 166 

 167 

   ( , , )GCc Saturn m MoonL L Ef        168 

where Saturn is the rotation rate of Saturn,  cf L  represents the corotation fraction at 169 

the moon’s L-shell, GC is the gradient-curvature drift rate in the corotating frame of 170 

Saturn and Moon is the angular rate of the moon’s motion around Saturn in inertial 171 

space. The bounce time tb and the gradient-curvature drift rate Drift are calculated 172 

following the method of Thomsen and Van Allen (1980), which assumes a dipole 173 

magnetic field. As the longitudinal speed due to gradient-curvature drift increases 174 

relative to the bounce speed, more energetic electrons will, on average, be capable of 175 

drifting further across the disk of the moon before a bounce intersects the surface. Thus, 176 

at the leading hemisphere, electrons near the keplerian resonance energy only have 177 

access to a narrow region near the moon’s equator, whereas higher energy electrons are 178 

capable of bombarding higher latitudes. For the trailing hemisphere, lower energy 179 

electrons have access to a larger range of latitudes, while the electrons with energies 180 

just below the resonance energy are confined to a narrow region near the equator. This 181 

is the basis for the lens-like electron bombardment pattern, which has been studied 182 

extensively for both Europa (Paranicas et al., 2001; Patterson et al., 2012) and Saturn’s 183 

moons (Paranicas et al., 2012, 2014; Schenk et al., 2011).  184 

 185 

To estimate whether an electron of a given energy can impact a point on the surface, 186 

we carry out a calculation in the idealized case. For a given point (, ) on the surface, 187 

we may calculate a projected distance from the equatorial plane of the moon: 188 

 189 

  
1/2

2 2 2 2 2 1/2(cos sin ) 2sin cos (1 sin1 n )in sisp moond R            190 

Field Code Changed
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where  is the colatitude and  is an azimuthal angle measured clockwise from the 191 

direction into the co-rotational plasma flow (a similar formula was printed incorrectly 192 

in Patterson et al. 2012). If an electron with a given E and m has d(E, m)≥dp, both 193 

given in fraction of moon radius, it may in principle have access to that point P(, ) 194 

on the moon’s surface. Thus, we use this method to evaluate which part of the electron 195 

energy spectrum (and pitch angle distribution) has access to the surface for a given 196 

location on the moon. The energetic electrons in the inner magnetosphere of Saturn 197 

have a “pancake” pitch angle distribution centered around an equatorial pitch angle of 198 

~ 90°(Carbary et al., 2011). If we integrate this distribution over all pitch angles, the 199 

mean equatorial pitch angle will typically be ~50° - 60°. For the purposes of this study, 200 

we have assumed an equatorial pitch angle of 59°. This gives us an average sense of 201 

the electron bombardment at Mimas.  Plasma is close to co-rotating with Saturn at 202 

Mimas’s location in the inner magnetosphere (e.g. Livi et al. (2014) and references 203 

therein). Here we use a co-rotatation fraction  3.08cf  of 97% as given by Mauk et al. 204 

(2005). Under these conditions, the keplerian resonance energy is calculated to occur 205 

at 1.04 MeV.  206 

 207 

At the relevant energies discussed here (e.g. <10 MeV), the electron gyroradius 208 

is only a small fraction of the moon radius and the use of the guiding center 209 

approximation is therefore reasonable. Furthermore, the method described above 210 

assumes that the saturnian magnetic field is dipolar, which is a reasonable assumption 211 

for the inner saturnian moons (e.g. Arridge et al., 2012). It should also be noted that the 212 

saturnian magnetic dipole is shifted slightly northward relative to the rotational equator 213 

(Dougherty et al., 2005), however this was deemed to have a minimal effect on our 214 

results. Furthermore, our method does not take into account any magnetic field 215 

deviations near the moon. While Mimas could possess a sputtered exosphere, this is not 216 

likely to be robust enough to support ionospheric currents that would cause a significant 217 

plasma interaction and thus perturbation to the magnetic environment near the moon 218 

(Saur and Strobel, 2005). Additionally, Paranicas et al. (2014) have shown that the inner 219 

saturnian moons would have to be magnetized to levels on the order of the background 220 

magnetic field strength before any significant deviation from the ‘lens’ bombardment 221 

pattern would be expected. Therefore, magnetic perturbations due to the presence of 222 

Mimas in the saturnian magnetosphere are unlikely to significantly affect our results. 223 

Field Code Changed
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 224 

 225 
Figure 2 - Energetic electron spectrum at Mimas based on averaged measurements by the Cassini MIMI-LEMMS 226 

sensor at a narrow corridor near the orbit of Mimas (~3.08 Rs) during the period 2004 - 2013. The onset of a 227 
macrosignature is known to occur near 10 MeV(Paranicas et al., 2014; Selesnick, 1993). For the purposes of this 228 

study we therefore assume zero flux above this energy.  229 

 230 

 231 

The electron spectrum at the orbit of Mimas was implemented according to the 232 

fit functions provided by Paranicas et al. (2014), where the form 10 10log logj m E b   233 

was used below 962 keV and the form 
0 0exp( / )aj j E E E   was used at higher 234 

energies. Here E represents the electron energy in MeV, j is the directional differential 235 

electron flux in units of particles cm−2 s−1 sr−1 keV−1, and the fit parameters m=−1.62, 236 

b=1.43, j0=63.1, E0=1.12 and a=−0.3 are from Paranicas et al. (2014). These fit 237 

parameters were based on averaged measurements from the Cassini Magnetosphere 238 

Imaging Instrument (MIMI) Low Energy Magnetospheric Measurement System 239 

(LEMMS) (Krimigis et al., 2004) in a narrow corridor near the orbit of Mimas (~3.08 240 

Rs) during the period 2004 - 2013. Previous studies have found a persistent electron 241 

flux depletion, sometimes referred to as a macrosignature, near the orbit of Mimas 242 

beginning at an energy between 7 - 17 MeV (Selesnick, 1993).  243 

This is due to the fact that electrons at and above these energies drift around Saturn 244 

rapidly, frequently re-encounter Mimas and are absorbed.  For these electrons, virtually 245 

no stable flux builds up along Mimas's orbit. Similar proton macrosignatures can be 246 

observed at energies as low as a few hundred keV near Mimas (Kollmann et al., 2013). 247 

Based on the characteristics of the LEMMS measurements and physical arguments, 248 

Paranicas et al. (2014) chose an energy onset for the Mimas electron macrosignature of 249 

10 MeV. Following that work, we assume that the flux above 10 MeV is at levels 250 

common in such a macrosignature and therefore negligible.  We thus populate the 251 
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energetic electron spectrum from 10 keV up to 10 MeV. The resulting Mimas electron 252 

spectrum is shown in Figure 2. 253 

 254 

The interaction of electrons with the surface of Mimas was implemented using 255 

the PLANETOCOSMICS code (http://cosray.unibe.ch/~laurent/planetocosmics/) 256 

(Desorgher et al., 2005), which is based on the Geant4 Monte Carlo simulation toolkit 257 

for particle interactions with matter (Agostinelli et al., 2003). This code handles both 258 

nuclear and electromagnetic interactions of primary and secondary particles with 259 

matter, including secondary electron production and the production of bremsstrahlung 260 

photons. Additionally, the Geant4 toolkit provides a set of extensions for low-energy 261 

electromagnetic physics (Chauvie et al., 2004) that were utilized for the work described 262 

herein. The simulation geometry was constructed as a flat slab of H2O with a density 263 

of 1 g cm−3. The flux of incident electrons was simulated by a point source located 264 

above the surface and delivered with a cosine law angular distribution in order to 265 

capture the effects of electrons that are not incident on the surface along or close to the 266 

direction of the normal. This is an appropriate representation, as a gyrotropic 267 

distribution with near-equatorial pitch angles will bombard the surface with roughly 268 

isotropic incidence angles (e.g. Paranicas et al. 2009).The energy deposited by all 269 

primary and secondary particle interactions within the surface geometry layer was 270 

recorded at 1 µm depth intervals.  271 

 272 

 The model was constructed such that the surface of Mimas was divided into a 273 

grid of 800 latitude/longitude bins. The electron cutoff energy Ec was calculated by 274 

solving d(Ec)=dp(, )  for Ec at each point P(, ) on the surface of Mimas. For the 275 

trailing hemisphere, Ec represents the highest energy electrons (below the Keplerian 276 

resonance energy) that have access to that surface location. For the leading hemisphere, 277 

Ec represents the lowest energy electrons (above the Keplerian resonance energy) that 278 

have access to that surface location. 279 

Using the appropriate electron cutoff energy, the electron spectrum was then populated 280 

according to the fit functions given above and a PLANETOCOSMICS simulation 281 

executed for this primary particle spectrum. The results for each individual 282 

PLANETOCOSMICS simulation was stored along with the corresponding 283 

latitude/longitude bin and assembled to create a global map of energetic electron dose 284 
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versus depth. The resulting global maps are presented, overlaid onto a cylindrically 285 

projected basemap of Mimas.   286 

  287 
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 288 

2. Results 289 

3.1 – Energetic electron bombardment patterns 290 

 291 

 292 
Figure 3 – Predicted cutoff energy versus surface location for Mimas. On the trailing hemisphere (top), the cutoff 293 

energy represents the highest energy electrons capable of accessing that point on the surface. On the leading 294 
hemisphere (bottom), the cutoff energy represents the lowest energy electrons capable of accessing that point. Map 295 

projection is simple cylindrical. 296 

 297 
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Shown in Figure 3 are the calculated electron cutoff energies for different surface 298 

locations based on the bounce averaged approach described in section 1. For the 299 

trailing hemisphere, the electron energy cutoff represents the highest energy electrons 300 

capable of accessing a given surface location. At the trailing hemisphere apex (90° E) 301 

energetic electrons with E > 10 keV have access to a region which is within ± 43° of 302 

the equator. Electrons with energies in the 100 keV range are only capable of reaching 303 

a relatively narrow region of ± 27° at the apex, while the most energetic electrons near 304 

the resonance energy at ~1 MeV only have access to a narrow region near at the 305 

equator.  Paranicas et al. (2014) focused almost exclusively on the leading hemisphere 306 

bombardment, so these are the first ever calculations of the trailing hemisphere 307 

electron contours for Mimas.  308 

 309 

For the leading hemisphere, the electron energy cutoff value represents the lowest 310 

energy electrons that have access to a given surface location. Thus, the narrow region 311 

within ± ~20° of the equator at the leading hemisphere apex (90° W) is bombarded by 312 

electrons near the resonance energy of 1.04 MeV up to 10 MeV. In comparison, at ± 313 

~50° near the leading apex, only electrons with E > 7 MeV are capable of bombarding 314 

the surface. High-latitude regions (e.g. above 60° near the leading apex) are only 315 

accessible to electrons with E > 10 MeV. If we assume that the energetic electron 316 

macrosignature starts at ~10 MeV, this implies that these high-latitude regions are 317 

minimally affected by energetic electrons from the saturnian magnetosphere. 318 

 319 

3.2 Energy deposition at depth 320 

 321 

In order to relate the energy deposited at depth within the surface to a dose, we have 322 

calculated the energy deposition in terms of time to reach a dose of 100 eV per 16 323 

amu of surface material (equivalent to 100 eV per Oxygen atom). This unit is 324 

commonly used for theoretical and laboratory studies of irradiated ices and represents 325 

a chemically significant dose where most bonds are broken at least once (Cooper et 326 

al., 2001; Hand and Carlson, 2012, 2011; Johnson et al., 2004; Paranicas et al., 2009). 327 

Thus, although we do not precisely know the thresholds for the physical processes 328 

involved in modification of surface material (e.g. grain sintering, production of voids 329 

and defects), we use this quantity as a proxy for significant chemical or physical 330 

alteration of surface material. Shown in Figures 4 and 5 is the time to reach this 331 
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chemically significant dose at several different depths within the subsurface of 332 

Mimas. 333 

 334 

 335 
Figure 4 - Energy deposition maps at different depths on the trailing hemisphere of Mimas. The energetic electron 336 

dose is given in terms of years to reach a significant dose of 100 eV/ 16 amu, which is equal to a dose of 60.3 337 
Grad. Map projection is simple cyclindrical.     338 

 339 

As shown in Figure 4 a) and b), a large fraction of the trailing hemisphere surface 340 

reaches a significant dose within timescales of 103 – 104.5 years at depths of 1 -10 µm. 341 
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At a depth of 100 µm (Figure 4 c), a narrow band within ± ~25° of the equator at the 342 

trailing hemisphere will reach a significant dose on timescales of 104.5 – 105.0 years, 343 

while the dose at higher and lower-latitude locations is negligible. At 1 mm (Figure 4 344 

d) depths, the equatorial lens has shrunk to a narrow band that extends to ± ~15° of 345 

the equator near the trailing hemisphere apex, reaching a significant dose on 346 

timescales of 105.5 – 106.0 years. While a significant dose may be reached on 347 

timescales of 106.0 – 107.5 years around the edges of the narrow equatorial lens, 348 

latitudes beyond ± ~20° degrees at the trailing hemisphere apex receives a negligible 349 

energetic electron dose and is therefore not likely to be heavily processed. As shown 350 

in Figure 4 e) the trailing hemisphere does not receive any significant energetic 351 

electron dose at centimeter depths.  352 
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 353 
Figure 5 - Energy deposition maps on different depths at the leading hemisphere of Mimas. The energetic electron 354 

dose is given in terms of years to reach a significant dose of 100 eV/ 16 amu, which is equal to a dose of 60.3 355 
Grad. Map projection is simple cylindrical. 356 

 357 

Because the > 1 MeV electrons precipitating into the leading hemisphere tend to reach 358 

much larger depths, in these plots we show five examples of depths in the one to 359 

several cm range.  As shown in Figure 5 a) and b), the leading hemisphere surface at 360 

low latitudes near the apex (within ± 15°) receives a significant dose on timescales of 361 
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105.5 – 106.0 years, while higher latitude regions within ± 45° near the apex reach this 362 

dose level on timescales of 106.0 – 108.0 years. As shown in Figure 5 a), the timescales 363 

for modification and the lens deposition pattern remain unchanged until ~ mm depths 364 

into the subsurface are reached. At 10 mm depths (Figure 5 b), the narrow near-365 

equatorial enhancement (due to the ~1 MeV electrons) is no longer present and 366 

modification timescales are 106.5 – 107.5 years for a large region, which is ± ~40° of 367 

the leading hemisphere apex. At 20 mm depths (Figure 5 c), modification timescales 368 

are 107.5 – 108.5 years within ± ~50° of the leading hemisphere apex. At 30 mm depths 369 

(Figure 5 d), the modification timescales are 107.5 – 108.5 years within the same area 370 

latitude range ± ~50°. At depths of 40 mm and greater (Figure 5 e), the energetic 371 

electron dose is negligible and the modification timescales are > 109 years everywhere 372 

within a large lens region which is ± ~60° of the leading hemisphere apex.  373 

 374 

 375 

 376 

4. Discussion 377 

Here we have modeled the interaction of energetic electrons with surface material on 378 

Saturn’s inner mid-sized moon Mimas, showing that the electron dose is primarily 379 

concentrated in low-latitude lens-shaped regions on both the leading and trailing 380 

hemispheres. We have shown that on the trailing hemisphere, the uppermost 10 µm of 381 

the surface within the lens region reaches a significant dose of 100 eV/16 amu on 382 

timescales of 103-104 years. At larger depths the lens-like region shrinks as only the 383 

most energetic electrons with the highest penetration range into the ice are capable of 384 

reaching these layers. At 1 mm, the lens-shaped region extends to ± ~15° of the 385 

equator near the trailing hemisphere apex and the timescales for reaching a significant 386 

dose are 105.5 – 106.0 years. Beyond ~a few mm however, the energetic electron dose 387 

drops off very steeply, and at 10 mm depths the dose is negligible. This is consistent 388 

with the fact that the highest energy (~1 MeV) electrons at the trailing hemisphere 389 

have a mean range of < 5 mm into the surface (Berger et al., 2005).  390 

 391 

On the leading hemisphere surface, a narrow lens-shaped region ± ~15° of the equator 392 

near the apex reaches a significant dose of 100eV/16 amu on timescales of 105.5 – 393 

106.0 years, while surrounding regions reach this dose level on timescales of 106.0 – 394 

108.0 years. This electron deposition pattern and dose level remains unchanged until ~ 395 

10 mm depths are reached, after which the dose is more uniformly distributed across a 396 
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large lens-shaped region within ± 40-50° of the equator at the apex, with timescales of 397 

106.5 – 108.5 years to reach a significant dose. At greater than ~40 mm depths, the 398 

electron dose within the lens-shaped region is negligible, with modification timescales 399 

of >109 years. This is consistent with the fact that the electron flux spectrum drops off 400 

rapidly with increasing energy (c.f. Figure 2). Therefore, as the lowest energy 401 

electrons near the resonance energy of ~1 MeV reach their maximum range into the 402 

surface, the electron dose drops off rapidly with increasing depth. The highest energy 403 

electrons at 10 MeV have a mean range into the surface ice of < 50 mm (Berger et al., 404 

2005), and therefore the dose at greater depths is primarily the result of secondary 405 

bremsstrahlung photons. At Jupiter’s moon Europa, Paranicas et al. (2009) found that 406 

secondary bremsstrahlung radiation leads to a significant dose down to meter depths. 407 

However, our results show that this is not the case at Mimas, where energetic electron 408 

fluxes are much lower and the spectrum effectively only extends up to energies of ~10 409 

MeV.  410 

 411 

While the present work models only the effect of energetic electrons, Mimas is also 412 

exposed to several other charged particle weathering agents. The moon orbits inside 413 

the cold dense plasma of Saturn’s inner magnetosphere, with typical ion and electron 414 

temperatures of 20 eV and 1 eV, respectively (Roussos et al., 2010). At such low 415 

energies, electrons and ions have a range into the surface of < 1 µm and can therefore 416 

be neglected when discussing radiation dose at greater depths. Similarly, only 417 

energetic electrons with energies > 10 keV have a range into the surface that exceeds 418 

a few µm. Saturn also hosts populations of energetic ions, however, many ions (e.g. 419 

protons below about 100 keV) are readily lost via charge exchange interactions with 420 

neutrals and are therefore heavily depleted in the neutral-rich inner magnetosphere 421 

where Mimas resides (Andre et al., 2008; Paranicas et al., 2012; Young et al., 2005). 422 

Additionally, protons above a few hundred keV are present only at very low fluxes 423 

along Mimas’s orbit due to macrosignature formation. More importantly, however, is 424 

the fact that since energetic ions have large gyroradii and long bounce times, their 425 

bombardment pattern across the surface of Mimas will be more globally uniform 426 

compared with the significant spatial non-uniformity expected for bombardment by 427 

energetic electrons. To determine an upper limit on the effects of proton 428 

bombardment at Mimas we have used the energetic proton flux spectrum at L=3.08 429 

from Paranicas et al. (2012) and PLANETOCOSMICS to calculate a dose-depth 430 
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curve that should be approximately valid for all surface locations (Figure 6). The 431 

Paranicas et al. (2012) proton fluxes represent the proton environment inside the 432 

narrow sweeping corridor along the orbit of Mimas. At the leading hemisphere, the 433 

dose due to protons is comparable to the electron dose in the uppermost ~few µm. 434 

However, the proton dose drops of rapidly with depth and is over a magnitude lower 435 

than that of the electrons at 20 - 30 µm at the apex of the leading hemisphere. As we 436 

have shown here, the radiation dose due to energetic electrons is significantly reduced 437 

as we move away from the lens-shaped regions near the equator. Depending on 438 

surface location, energetic protons may therefore contribute a non-negligible fraction 439 

of the overall dose at shallower depths (< 30 µm), particularly at high latitudes. The 440 

contribution from the proton dose at larger depths is very small at all surface 441 

locations.  442 

 443 

 444 
Figure 6 - Timescales for energetic electron dose accumulation at a given depth compared to time that it takes for 445 
the surface regolith to be modified to that depth due to dust deposition for a) the trailing hemisphere apex and b) 446 

the leading hemisphere apex. The energetic proton dose assuming isotropic bombardment is also shown for 447 
comparison. Also shown are approximate sampling depths for UVIS, CIRS and ISS from Hendrix et al. (2012). 448 

For CIRS the sampling depth is given by the thermal skin depth. It should be noted that exact sampling depths for 449 
these instruments will depend on local surface properties. 450 

 451 

In addition to weathering by charged particles, the surface of Mimas is also exposed 452 

to several populations of in-falling dust grains. The most significant source of these is 453 

the E-ring, which consists of dust grains produced by outgassing at the moon 454 

Enceladus (Kempf et al., 2010, 2008; Postberg et al., 2008). Once ejected, E-ring 455 

grains experience motion due to gravity, solar radiation pressure and electromagnetic 456 

forces in Saturn’s magnetosphere (Hamilton and Burns, 1994; Horanyi et al., 1992; 457 

Horányi et al., 2008). Based on studies that have performed dynamical modelling of 458 

grain trajectories, it is expected that E-ring grains will primarily deposit onto the 459 

trailing hemisphere of Mimas (Hamilton and Burns, 1994), with the highest dust flux 460 
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expected at the center of the trailing hemisphere (Juhász and Horanyi, 2015). 461 

Deposition of E-ring grains will lead to a growth of the surface regolith on Mimas 462 

over time, possibly presenting an effect that competes with charged particle 463 

modification and UV photolysis of surface material. If the regolith growth is 464 

sufficiently fast, surface material at a given depth would not have sufficient time to 465 

undergo significant charged particle processing before it is buried. Using an estimated 466 

E-ring dust flux of 4.3 x 10−12 g m−2 s−1 (Juhász and Horanyi, 2015), and assuming a 467 

density of 1 g cm−3 we have calculated the regolith growth due to E-ring grain 468 

deposition at the trailing hemisphere apex, where the E-ring flux is expected to be 469 

greatest. Shown in Figure 6 is a comparison of the energetic electron dose at a given 470 

depth versus the time it takes for the regolith to be modified to the same depth by dust 471 

grain deposition onto the surface. As can be seen, the timescales of electron dose 472 

accumulation are much faster than E-ring grain deposition for depths < 1 mm at the 473 

trailing hemisphere apex. Beyond this depth regolith modification due to the 474 

deposition of E-ring grains begins to dominate. At the trailing hemisphere, radiation 475 

processing is therefore expected to be a significant modification process only down to 476 

~ 1 mm depths. It is also expected that gas-phase neutrals from the extended 477 

Enceladus neutral cloud will deposit onto the surfaces of the inner satellites (Cassidy 478 

and Johnson, 2010; Jurac and Richardson, 2007). Cassidy and Johnson (2010) 479 

estimated that these neutrals are deposited primarily at the trailing hemisphere of 480 

Mimas at rates comparable to, but slightly higher than, the flux of E-ring grains 481 

predicted by Juhasz and Horanyi (2015). In addition to E-ring grains and gas-phase 482 

neutrals, the surface of Mimas is exposed to dust deposition by interplanetary dust 483 

particles (IDPs), which originate primarily from four sources: Jupiter-family comets, 484 

Halley-type comets, Oort-Cloud comets, and Edgeworth-Kuiper Belt objects (Poppe, 485 

2016). It should be noted that dust impact onto the surface may also lead to surface 486 

erosion and production of dust ejecta (Krivov et al., 2003; Spahn et al., 2006), 487 

particularly in the case of the IDPs, which have high velocities relative to the 488 

saturnian moons (Poppe, 2016; Porter et al., 2010). For Mimas, Spahn et al. (2006) 489 

estimated that the mass flux of escaping ejecta resulting from IDP bombardment is on 490 

the order of ~102 higher than the incoming IDP mass flux to the surface. This implies 491 

that IDP bombardment leads to a net loss of surface material and erosion of the 492 

surface. The exact manner by which the surface is modified by bombardment from 493 

high velocity IDPs is not entirely clear and depends to some extent on the mechanical 494 
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properties and physical state of the surface (e.g. fluffy regolith versus a solid surface) 495 

(Porter et al., 2010; Spahn et al., 2006). Nonetheless, for the purpose of a comparison 496 

with our electron irradiation results, we have made a rough estimate of the surface 497 

erosion rate over time due to IDPs based on the mass flux ratio from Spahn et al. 498 

(2006). Based on measurements of IDPs in the inner solar system we assume a 499 

density for these particles of 2.5 g cm−3 (Jessberger et al., 2001). To first order we 500 

assume that IDPs bombard the surface more or less isotropically and use the free-501 

space IDP flux at the orbit of Mimas from Poppe (2016) of ~4.0 x 10−14 g m−2 s−1. As 502 

shown in Figure 6 a), the regolith growth due to dust deposition by E-ring grains 503 

dominates over erosion due to bombardment of IDPs at the trailing hemisphere. The 504 

leading hemisphere of Mimas is not expected to be heavily bombarded by E-ring 505 

grains, and at the apex of the leading hemisphere the flux of E-ring grains is expected 506 

to be roughly zero (Juhász and Horanyi, 2015). IDP bombardment is therefore 507 

expected to be the primary competing process to electron irradiation over much of the 508 

leading hemisphere. As shown in Figure 6 b), IDP bombardment may be a 509 

competitive process within the upper ~10 µm of the surface. However, at depth the 510 

effect of IDP deposition onto the leading hemisphere of Mimas is negligible 511 

compared to the more rapid weathering of the surface due to energetic electron 512 

bombardment. While interstellar dust particles may in principle also contribute to 513 

surface modification, the flux of these particles is several orders of magnitude lower 514 

than the IDP flux at Saturn (e.g. Altobelli et al., 2016) and can therefore be considered 515 

to be negligible in this context. 516 

 517 

Finally, Mimas is also exposed to weathering by UV photons. Using observations by 518 

the Cassini UVIS instrument, Hendrix et al. (2012) studied the surface of Mimas at 519 

far-ultraviolet wavelengths (170 – 190 nm) and noted a generally lower albedo than 520 

expected for a water ice surface, with latitudinal variations consistent with enhanced 521 

photolytic production of H2O2, a known UV darkening agent (Carlson et al., 1999), 522 

during southern summer. At far-ultraviolet wavelengths UVIS is sampling the 523 

uppermost ~ µm of the surface, where the effects of cold plasma bombardment, 524 

neutrals (dust and gas) and weathering by photolysis are expected to be dominant over 525 

those of energetic electron bombardment. However, Hendrix et al. (2012) also noted 526 

what could be a faint signature of one of the leading hemisphere-lens ansae in the far-527 

ultraviolet observations, which may be due to enhanced production of H2O2 there by 528 
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energetic electrons. Our model results show that a significant energetic electron dose 529 

is deposited at shallow (~ µm) depths. Furthermore, we also note that the leading and 530 

trailing hemisphere lenses have some overlap near 180° longitude, which leads to an 531 

increased electron dose near the ansae of the leading hemisphere lens at shallow 532 

(<100 µm) depths. This is consistent with enhanced radiolytic production of H2O2 as 533 

suggested by Hendrix et al. (2012). 534 

 535 

 536 
Figure 7 - a) Daytime surface temperature derived from CIRS observations taken on 13 February 2010 (orbit 126), 537 

b) overlaid by the calculated energy deposition at 10 mm depth from our model. Map projection is simple 538 
cylindrical. 539 

The calculated dose-depth profiles for the leading hemisphere are consistent with the 540 

observation of lens-shaped equatorial anomalies by the ISS (Schenk et al., 2011), 541 

CIRS (Howett et al., 2011) and VIMS (Filacchione et al., 2016) instruments. The 542 
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CIRS instrument observed diurnal temperature variations that are sensitive to surface 543 

thermophysical properties over a depth range determined by the thermal skin depth, 544 

which is the depth to which the diurnal wave penetrates. Howett et al. (2011) 545 

estimated a thermal skin depth inside the lens-shaped region of 1.31 – 2.71 cm, 546 

consistent with our results, which indicates that the surface is heavily processed down 547 

to depths of ~30 mm inside this region. Shown in Figure 7 are daytime temperature 548 

observations derived from CIRS observations overlaid by the calculated energy 549 

deposition pattern at a depth of 10 mm from our model. Howett et al. (2011) proposed 550 

that energetic electrons may alter the bulk thermal properties of surface material, 551 

leading to the thermal inertia anomaly observed by CIRS. Recently, Schaible et al. 552 

(2016) showed results of molecular dynamics simulations that confirm that grain 553 

sintering by energetic electrons can affect thermal conductivity of surface material 554 

over realistic timescales. This is explained by molecular motion resulting from 555 

ionization of molecules in the surface material, ultimately leading to modification of 556 

contact boundaries between individual grains. These authors note that more detailed 557 

modeling is required to fully characterize and quantify this process and thus it is 558 

difficult to perform a direct comparison between our energy deposition maps and the 559 

observed thermal inertia values. However, as shown in Figure 7 b) we observe that the 560 

sharp boundaries of the lens-shaped region in the CIRS daytime temperature map are 561 

a remarkably close match to boundaries in our energy deposition map at 10 mm. 562 

Similarly, the ISS color anomaly is observed as enhanced scattering at a wavelength 563 

of 338 nm (Schenk et al., 2011), at which the ISS observations are sensitive to the 564 

uppermost ~cm of the surface (Hendrix et al., 2012). This is consistent with our 565 

findings of significant energetic electron processing of surface material down to ~cm 566 

depths on the leading hemisphere. The amount of time required to form the observed 567 

thermal anomaly will depend on the electron sintering timescales, which in turn 568 

depend strongly on physical properties of surface material, such as the grain size, 569 

shape and degree of compaction (Schaible et al., 2016). These parameters are 570 

currently not strongly constrained for the surface of Mimas (e.g. Ferrari and Lucas, 571 

2016). Our results show that it takes ~106 years to reach a dose of 100eV/16 amu 572 

inside the lens at ~cm depths. At this radiation dose level, each molecule of surface 573 

material will, on average, have been ionized several times. It is therefore reasonable to 574 

assume that this may be taken as an upper limit for the time it takes to form the lens-575 

shaped thermal anomaly at Mimas. 576 
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 577 

Our calculated dose-depth maps for the trailing hemisphere indicate the presence of a 578 

lens-shaped electron bombardment region centered on the equator, which is somewhat 579 

narrower in latitudinal extent than the leading hemisphere lens. Our results also show 580 

that the radiation processing timescales within the upper ~mm of the surface are 581 

significantly shorter at the trailing hemisphere lens (c.f. Figure 6). However, no 582 

corresponding trailing hemisphere lens feature has to date been observed by the 583 

Cassini remote sensing instruments. In the case of CIRS this may be due to the fact 584 

that the thermal skin depth at the trailing hemisphere is expected to be on the order of 585 

~cm (Howett et al., 2011) and our results indicate that the electron dose is only 586 

significant down to ~mm depths. Thus it is possible that while electron sintering may 587 

indeed be occurring within the upper ~mm of the trailing hemisphere lens, it does not 588 

result in significant thermophysical alteration to the bulk of the material sampled by 589 

the diurnal wave, and subsequently no anomalous surface temperatures are observed 590 

by CIRS. However, it should be noted that the CIRS observational coverage at 591 

Mimas’s trailing hemisphere is limited, which complicates the search for a thermal 592 

anomaly there.  The Mimas surface temperature maps of Filacchione et al. (2016) do 593 

not have observational coverage at the trailing hemisphere, however we expect that 594 

VIMS, like CIRS, might be similarly unable to sense anomalous surface temperatures 595 

due to the trailing hemisphere lens. A similar argument may apply to observations by 596 

ISS, where enhanced production of ice defects due to energetic electrons in the 597 

uppermost layer is too shallow to affect the bulk scattering properties of the volume of 598 

surface material that is sampled. The UVIS instrument, however, may in principle be 599 

capable of observing the trailing hemisphere lens in the far-ultraviolet, which senses 600 

the uppermost ~ µm of the surface (Hendrix et al., 2012).  We have shown that dose 601 

accumulation timescales at the center of the low-latitude trailing hemisphere are 602 

comparatively short (< 104 years), faster than the expected regolith growth due to 603 

deposition of E-ring grains. However, the trailing hemisphere is also exposed to 604 

bombardment by cold co-rotational plasma, which results in an observed reddening of 605 

the trailing hemisphere by ISS (Schenk et al., 2011) and a possible darkening in the 606 

same location by UVIS (Hendrix et al., 2012). This cold plasma leads to the regular 607 

addition of electrons, protons, and water group ions to the top ~1 µm of the surface, 608 

the same depths sensed by UVIS, and the cold plasma bombardment pattern extends 609 

to ~ 90 in latitude  over the trailing hemisphere (e.g. Figure 3 in Schenk et al. 610 
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(2011)). It is therefore plausible that the effect of plasma bombardment is effectively 611 

obscuring the trailing hemisphere lens at the shallow depths sensed by UVIS. 612 

However, it should be noted that, as is the case with CIRS, the UVIS coverage of 613 

Mimas’ trailing hemisphere is similarly limited. 614 

 615 

5. Summary 616 

We have produced for the first time both leading and trailing hemisphere dose versus 617 

depth maps for energetic electron bombardment of Saturn’s innermost mid-sized moon 618 

Mimas using a combination of particle tracing and modeling of electron interactions 619 

with surface ice using a particle physics code. Our results are consistent with 620 

observations of a leading hemisphere lens-shaped anomaly by the ISS, CIRS, VIMS 621 

and UVIS instruments on-board the Cassini spacecraft, and we have demonstrated the 622 

importance of accurate knowledge of dose versus depth into the surface for 623 

comparisons to remote sensing observations. We estimate an upper limit of ~106 years 624 

for the time required to form the observed leading hemisphere lens. While our results 625 

also predict a lens-shaped energetic electron bombardment pattern on the trailing 626 

hemisphere, no such region has yet been observed by the Cassini remote sensing 627 

instruments. We suggest that the lack of detection of such a feature in the CIRS and ISS 628 

observations is likely due to the shallower penetration depth of the prograde  (< 1.04 629 

MeV) electrons that preferentially bombard the trailing hemisphere.  The trailing 630 

hemisphere is also the main hemisphere for other processes (e. g. deposition of E ring 631 

material and corotating plasma) as discussed above. For observations by the UVIS 632 

instrument, which samples the uppermost layers of the surface, we suggest that 633 

bombardment by cold plasma is obscuring the effect of the energetic electron lens. This 634 

may therefore be an example of a case where we cannot directly observe certain surface 635 

properties using Cassini’s remote sensing instruments but may predict them by using a 636 

combination of observations from its in-situ instruments (in this case MIMI-LEMMS) 637 

and modeling. 638 

 639 

For both hemispheres our results indicate that the uppermost surface consists of a layer 640 

of material that’s been significantly processed by energetic electrons. Several 641 

mechanisms have been proposed for how energetic electrons modify the surface 642 

material of icy moons and how this modification relates to remote sensing observations. 643 

These include production of defects in surface ice that act to increase scattering of 644 
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photons at certain wavelengths (Schenk et al., 2011), sintering of ice grains on the 645 

surface that leads to enhanced thermal conductivity (Howett et al., 2012a, 2012b, 2011; 646 

Schaible et al., 2016), and production of radiolytic products such as H2O2, a known UV 647 

darkening agent (Hendrix et al., 2012). However, these processes have to date not been 648 

explicitly modelled for realistic conditions at Saturn’s icy moons and a quantitative 649 

comparison between remote sensing observations and charged particle modification has 650 

therefore not been possible. Mimas, which is heavily irradiated by energetic electrons 651 

and exposed to significant dust bombardment by E-ring grains is an ideal subject for 652 

studies of space weathering effects at airless bodies within planetary magnetospheres. 653 

The spatially resolved dose versus depth-profiles presented herein therefore serve as a 654 

basis for future studies of energetic electron weathering in the Saturn system.   655 
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